
How to make/play Speed 
Ramp!!!



Introduction

You might be wondering what’s this so called   “Speed Ramp”. Well I’m here 
to save you from this unknowing by telling you a little bit about it. So if you’re 
bored playing the regular, boring old games, all you have to do to have fun is 
follow the instructions in the next slides to play the amazing game... Speed Ramp!



Materials
● A cardboard box ( about 2 in. deep and 2 feet wide)
● Another cardboard box ( small about 1 foot long and must be flimsy)
● Scissors
● Sharpie
● Small ball
● Markers
● Stickers or Glitter maybe even both
● 2 styrofoam/wooden triangles (or get a square and cut it in an angle)
● Glue
● A room to work



How to put it Together
1. Take your sharpie and make three circles one big, one small, and one in 

between sizes, I know cutting circles are hard and a tip is to use one side of 
the scissors and slowly move in the shape of the circle while moving them up 
and down

2. Use your scissors to then cut the circles and make them into holes
3. Then for the next part, take your small box and cut off one of the wide bases
4. Glue the 2 triangles to the edge of the cut off part of the small box to form the 

ramp



How to Decorate
1. Use your markers to draw or color your ramp and box with holes the way you 

want
2. Then, use your stickers or glitter to add more fun to your piece
3. If you don't want to do it this way you may do as you please with your 

decorations



How to Play
1. Get yourself some friends to play with
2. Set the ramp a fair enough distance from the box with holes 
3. You each get 3 tries to make it an a hole, use the ball to launch it off the ramp
4. Whoever makes the most holes in your 3 turns, is the WINNER!
5. Play again and again until you can't play any more



Examples of Real Life Speed Ramps
Does yours look like a the ones below, if it does in my opinion make it more 
unique (more glitter and stickers would be cool). Or make it like the ones below so 
know one would know you made it, they might even think a real architect made it!



Conclusion
Now that you now how to make/play Speed Ramp, I hope you find how 
entertaining it is like I do. If you now think all other games are boring compared to 
this amazing game than my job is done here. I hope you enjoy! Goodbye!

                   


